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We study resonant two-color two-photon ionization of helium via the 1s3p 1P1 state. The first color is

the 15th harmonic of a tunable Ti:sapphire laser, while the second color is the fundamental laser radiation.

Our method uses phase-locked high-order harmonics to determine the phase of the two-photon process by

interferometry. The measurement of the two-photon ionization phase variation as a function of detuning

from the resonance and intensity of the dressing field allows us to determine the intensity dependence of

the transition energy.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.104.103003 PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm, 32.70.Jz, 32.80.Qk, 42.65.Ky

Multicolor resonant ionization is at the heart of numer-
ous and diverse applications in fundamental and applied
sciences. Examples are studies of very high Rydberg states
[1], investigations of biomolecules [2] and specific selec-
tion of radioactive species [3]. In the simplest scheme,
resonantly enhanced two-photon ionization (R2PI) occurs
via the absorption of two photons, generally of different
colors, one tunable (!1) used to scan across a resonant
state (r), and the second (!) ionizing from the excited
state. In traditional R2PI, the yield of the produced ion
species is recorded as a function of laser wavelength, and
the position and shape of the observed resonance provides
information on the underlying electronic and rovibrational
structures. These studies rely on spectroscopic information
using narrow-bandwidth lasers, which do not allow any
temporal resolution. Here, we present an ultrafast time-
resolved-technique to retrieve also the phase of R2PI when
sweeping through the resonance. We demonstrate it by
studying R2PI of He via the 1s3p 1P1 state which lies
23.087 eV above the ground state.

The basic principle of our experiment is illustrated in
Fig. 1. We study the interference between two pathways to
the same ionized final state (f1), one through the resonance
with absorption of two photons with frequency !1 and !,
and the second through a continuum path, using a third
color (!2), involving absorption of a photon with fre-
quency !2 and emission of a photon with frequency !.
The phase of the R2PI is encoded in the modulation of the
photoelectron signal Sf1 as a function of the delay �

between the (!1, !2) fields and the ! field [Fig. 1(b)].
When the energy of the exciting radiation !1, and thus the
detuning from the resonance is changed, the phase varia-
tion of the resonant transition leads to a measurable shift of
the Sf1 oscillation. This phase shift needs to be referenced

against another modulation Sf2 that is independent of the

resonance and thus providing a clock to our measurement.

A process providing an independent modulation requires a
fourth color (!3) and involves another final state (f2) (see
Fig. 1).
An essential requirement for our measurement is the use

of phase-locked radiation fields with commensurate fre-
quencies, and a temporal precision better than the period-
icity of the interference signal, in our case 1.3 fs. Another
requirement, is a high spectral resolution for the excitation
of a narrow resonance. These requirements can be simul-
taneously fulfilled by using the high-order harmonic fre-
quency combs produced when an intense laser field
interacts with a gas of atoms or molecules [4]. As is now
well understood [5,6], harmonics arise due to interferences

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Schematic diagram illustrating the
phase measurement of R2PI. The dashed and solid !1 lines
represent two excitation energies on either side of the resonance.
The photoelectron peaks used in the measurement are Sf1 and

Sf2 . (b) Illustration of modulated sideband signals Sf1 and Sf2 .

Two Sf1 modulations are indicated, corresponding to the two

excitation energies in (a). (c) Experimental harmonic spectrum
used in the measurements.
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between attosecond pulses produced by tunnel ionization,
acceleration of the created wave packet in the field and
recombination back to the ground state at each half cycle of
the laser field. The spectral width of the individual har-
monics is thus related to the number of attosecond pulses,
and decreases as the laser pulse duration increases [7]. In
this process, a comb of phase-locked harmonics of odd
order is generated.

In the present work, we use high-order harmonics to
study two-color photoionization of He via the 1s3p 1P1

state [8,9]. In contrast to the ‘‘reconstruction of attosecond
bursts by interference of two-photon transition’’
(RABITT) technique, used to determine the pulse duration
of attosecond pulses [10,11] and similarly to previous work
performed in Ne [12] and N2 [13], we eliminate the influ-
ence of the temporal characteristics of the attosecond
pulses to concentrate on the influence of the atomic prop-
erties. We study the R2PI phase as a function of detuning
from the resonance, by varying the fundamental wave-
length (around 805 nm) or alternatively by increasing the
fundamental intensity. We apply these measurements to
determine the intensity-dependence of the energy of the
1s2 ! 1s3p transition, and interpret the results using theo-
retical calculations consisting of solving the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) in conditions
close to the experimental ones [14].

Our experiments were performed with a 1-kHz 35-fs
4-mJ Ti:sapphire laser system. An acousto-optic program-
mable dispersive filter (DAZZLER) was used to change the
central wavelength between 802.5 and 809.3 nm, while
maintaining the spectral width of the amplified pulses
approximately equal to 25 nm. High-order harmonics
were generated in a pulsed Ar gas cell, filtered using a
spatial aperture and a 200-nm thick Al thin film [15], and
focused by a toroidal mirror into a vacuum chamber con-
taining an effusive He gas jet. A magnetic bottle electron
spectrometer (MBES) allowed us to record and analyze in
energy the ejected electrons. Part of the laser field was
extracted before the generation of harmonics, and recom-
bined downstream collinearly with the harmonics, after a
variable time delay that could be adjusted with sub-100-as
precision [12].

A comb of about seven phase-locked harmonic fields
[Fig. 1(c)], corresponding in the time domain to a train of
attosecond pulses of 260 as duration, was thus sent into the
interaction chamber together with the dressing field at
frequency ! with an adjustable phase ’ (or time � ¼
’=!) delay. In addition, a half-wave plate and polarizer
in the dressing IR field arm allowed precise control of the
pulse energy and therefore the intensity in the interaction
region of the MBES. The detuning was determined from
� ¼ 15hc=�0 � E3p, where E3p is 23.087 eVand �0 is the

barycenter of the fundamental frequency spectrum, shifted
to the blue by �� ’ 3:5 nm to account for the blueshift
from free electrons in the generation gas [16,17]. The
dressing laser intensity was determined by measuring the

energy shifts of the photoelectron peaks of harmonics 17 to
23 in the presence of the laser field, which is simply equal
to the ponderomotive energy Up � 6:0I eV where the

intensity I is in units of 1014 W cm�2 for a laser wave-
length of 800 nm [18,19].
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) present electron spectra as a func-

tion of delay between the harmonics and the dressing field,
obtained for two different detunings. Electrons are ob-
served at energies corresponding to one-photon absorption
of the harmonics (from the 17th) and at ‘‘sideband’’ en-
ergies due to two-photon ionization processes, which we
label by the corresponding net number of infrared photons
(16, 18, etc.). These sideband peaks strongly oscillate with
the delay at a frequency equal to 2!. The oscillations of
sidebands 18, 20, 22, and 24 do not depend on the detun-
ing, while sideband 16 is strongly affected by it. A Fourier
transform of the sideband signal over about 10 fs (four
cycles) allows us to determine the relative phases of the
sideband oscillations with a precision of 0.1 rad. The
phases are plotted in Fig. 2(c) for the two cases shown in
(a),(b).
The relationship between the R2PI phase and the ex-

perimental results in Fig. 2 can be understood within
second-order perturbation theory [10,12]. Using the nota-
tion from Fig. 1, the photoelectron signal Sf1 can be ex-

pressed as

Sf1 ¼ jaa1 þ ae2j2; (1)

where aa1 and a
e
2 are the two-photon probability amplitudes

with the superscript a or e referring to an absorption or
emission of an ! photon and with the subscript 1 or 2
referring to absorption of an !1 or !2 photon. Introducing
’1 and ’2 as the phases of the radiation fields, as well as

FIG. 2 (color online). Electron spectra as a function of delay
for detunings � ¼ 10 meV (a) and � ¼ 190 meV (b). The
oscillation of the 16th sideband depends on the detuning while
the others do not (see dashed line) (c) Phase of the oscillations of
the sideband peaks in light orange for (a) and dark red for (b).
The two results have been superposed at sideband 18.
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’a
1 and ’e

2 as the phase terms involved in the two-photon
transitions, Eq. (1) becomes

Sf1 ¼jjaa1jei’a
1
þi’1þi’þjae2jei’e

2
þi’2�i’j2

¼jaa1j2þjae2j2þ2jaa1ae2jcosð’a
1�’e

2þ2’þ’1�’2Þ:
(2)

The cosine term leads to the modulation of the signal
observed in the experiment. In general, the phase terms
involved do not depend much on the photon energies. In
two-photon ionization via a resonant state, however, the
phase (’a

1) changes by � across the resonance. The study
of the variation of ’a

1 as a function of detuning � provides
interesting information on the two-photon ionization pro-
cess, e.g., on the relative importance of resonant and non-
resonant contributions, ac Stark shift of the resonant state,
depending on the spectral characteristics of the XUV and
laser fields.

The variation of ’a
1 with the detuning can be experi-

mentally obtained from Sf1ð’Þ provided the other phase

terms ’e
2, ’1, ’2 do not depend on � and provided the

phase delay ’ is known in absolute value, which is gen-
erally not the case. Sf1ð’; �Þ is therefore referenced against
Sf2ð’Þ, assuming that the phase terms involved,’a

2 and’
e
3,

are independent of the detuning and thus removing the
need of knowledge of the absolute ’. When changing �,
the laser intensity used to generate the harmonics varies
slightly, leading to a (small) variation of the group delay of
the attosecond pulses and thus of ’1 � ’2. We take this
effect into account by assuming a linear group delay [20],
which we experimentally determine using higher-order
sidebands. Its contribution is then subtracted from the mea-
sured phases and the phase of sideband 18 is set to zero for
all detunings. The results are presented in Fig. 3(a). As
expected, the phases corresponding to all sidebands except
the 16th are almost superposed to each other and show no
influence of detuning.

Figure 3(b) shows the variation of the R2PI phase as a
function of detuning. We can tune only over half the
resonance since for lower (negative detunings) sideband
16 moves progressively below the ionization threshold,
thus making our phase measurement inaccurate. We also
compare our measurements with the results of two differ-
ent calculations (solid lines): The dark red line is obtained
by a simple perturbative model [21], only considering the
resonant state. Gaussian envelopes were used for the ir and
XUV pulses with FWHMs of 30 and 10 fs, respectively.
The light orange curve shows the result of calculations
performed by numerically integrating the TDSE in the
single active electron approximation [14] in conditions
close to the experiment. We use a He pseudopotential
with the energy of the 1s3p state equal to 23.039 eV. The
result is therefore shifted by 40 meV for comparison with
the experiment. The result shown in Fig. 3(b) agrees very
well with the experiment, thus confirming our detuning
calibration.

In order to investigate how the 1s3p resonance behaves
in a laser field, we measured the dependence of the R2PI
phase on the dressing laser intensity. Figure 4(a) shows the
R2PI phase determined similarly to Fig. 3(a) but keeping
the wavelength constant at 805.5 nm and gradually increas-
ing the dressing intensity. We verified that even at the
highest intensity, higher-order multiphoton transitions
were still negligible [22], thus not affecting our phase
determination. Increasing the intensity from 0.1 to 1:8�
1012 W=cm2, the R2PI phase varies from�0:7 to 0.9 radi-
ans. Figure 4(b) presents the intensity dependence of all of
the measured phases (circles). We find an almost linear
increase of the phase with intensity, as indicated by the
dark red curve obtained by averaging, with a saturation at
around 1:3� 1012 W=cm2, due to the suppression of R2PI
when part of the two-photon excitation bandwidth moves
partly below the ionization threshold. The light orange line
obtained by TDSE calculations agrees well with our
measurements.
Combining our previous phase measurements as a func-

tion of detuning for a fixed (low) intensity and as a function
of intensity (for a fixed detuning) allows us to determine
the intensity dependence of the 1s2 ! 1s3p transition
energy. Both experimental (dark red solid) and TDSE
(light orange solid) results are shown in Fig. 5(a). The
dashed line is equal to �E1s2 þUp, representing the varia-

tion of the transition energy if the 1s3p state was moving as
a high-lying Rydberg state, following Up [19]. The ac

Stark shift of the fundamental state �E1s2 is very small,
equal to �0:3I eV where the intensity I is in units of
1014 W cm�2 [23,24] so that �E1s2 þUp � Up. We find

that the measured transition energy increases about 40%

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Measured sideband phases corrected
for the attosecond group delay and normalized at zero for
sideband 18. Different detunings are indicated by the color
code [going from 11 meV below the resonance (dark red, lower
points in order 16) to 190 meV above the resonance (light
orange, upper in order 16)]. (b) Measurements (circles) of the
R2PI phase as a function of detuning. The dark red line indicates
results of a simple perturbative model while the light orange line
shows results of simulations based on solving the TDSE.
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more rapidly with the laser intensity than Up, up to the

saturation at 1:3� 1012 W cm�2.
To better understand this faster than ponderomotive

shift, we have calculated the XUV absorption cross sec-
tion for helium in the presence of an 800 nm field by
numerically solving the TDSE as a function of both
XUV wavelength and laser intensity [Fig. 5(b)]. Using an
XUV bandwidth of 50 meVor smaller we find that beyond
1� 1011 Wcm�2, the 3p resonance has at least two com-
ponents the higher of which shifts significantly faster than
the ponderomotive energy. With the experimental XUV
bandwidth (150 meV), however, the different components
cannot be resolved. As a result, we observe shifts exceed-
ing E1s2 þUp. Experimentally, the predicted structure in

the 3p resonance could be observed using longer funda-
mental laser pulses, leading to spectrally narrower har-
monic peaks.

In conclusion, we have shown how well-characterized
phase-locked high-order harmonics can be used to measure
the phase of R2PI and we have applied it to the determi-
nation of the ac Stark shift of the 1s3p 1P1 state. Although
our resolution was unsufficient to detect the splitting of the
excited state, we observed a nontrivial, faster than pon-
deromotive, ac Stark shift. Our method, here demonstrated
in He, could be applied to the study of numerous resonant
or quasiresonant processes in atoms and molecules.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Intensity dependence of the R2PI phase.
(a) Harmonic phase differences at dressing intensities from 0.1
(dark red) to 2:2� 1012 Wcm�2 (light orange), with attosecond
chirp correction and normalization at sideband 18. (b) R2PI
phase (circles) as a function of intensity, with a six-point moving
average (dark red line) and TDSE (light orange).

FIG. 5 (color online). (a) Measured transition energy of the
1s3p state. Experimental results (solid dark red), compared with
�E1s2 þUp (dashed) and TDSE calculation (solid light orange).

(b) TDSE calculation of XUV absorption for three different
intensities with 50 meV resolution. The position of the 1s3p
state is indicated by the dashed line.
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